
 

 

SEX. Not gender … sex. I have said in my Erotic Manifesto *:                                       

I worship sex; I regard as sacred the sex I have with my loved-one. 

It has been said the sex drive is a motivating force in our lives.                              

For me it is that in spades. With my libido I fantasise and enjoy                             

erotic / sexual imagery; go to: www.erotic-photoart.com then to 

/blog.aspx … and for erotic expressionism visit /sorayama.aspx                                

So there: Guilt-free, art-ful sex; not for procreation, but recreation.                               
 

* for my manifesto visit  PORNOGRAPHY,  go also to  INTIMACY 
 

One may well ask, what is the differ-                                 
ence between sex and making love?                              
Well, the former is a physical activity                                             
… the latter is the coming together of                                
two loving partners in a soul-ful union.                                             
.  
However, making love may or may-not                                    
involve sex. It may simply be an ex-
pression of one’s love by one of many                      
means … such as gentle, loving presence.                                     
But it  may include lustful, passionate sex.                                 
. 

see also  PRESENCE 

  
 ________________________________________________ 

 

SIDDHARTHA. “It seems to me, Govinda, that love is the                                             

most important thing. I think it is important to love the world,                  

to regard all beings with love and respect.” “But that is what the 

Buddha called illusion,” said Govinda, “he preached compass-                                              

sion, tolerance and patience, but he forbade us earthly love.”                              

“Here, Govinda, we find ourselves in the conflict of words -                                          

and that is why I distrust words so much. How could he not              

love - he who recognised all of humanity’s vanities, but who 

nonetheless devoted a long life solely to help people?                         

Of importance are not the words, Govinda, but the deeds. 

“Knowledge can be communicated with words, but not wisdom. One 

can find wisdom, be fortified by it, do wonders through it,                                                  

but one cannot teach it. I suspected this when I was young and                                             

it was this that drove me away from teachers. And here is a                                  

thought I have had: In every truth the opposite is equally true.”                               

.                       
Siddhartha by German/Swiss writer  

Hermann Hesse (1877 - 1962) 
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